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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”
Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargaze Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R
Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• During the radio show, use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments
530 – 227-7602 [line 1]
530 – 413-4522 [line 2]
530 – 530-413-5011 [line 3 & 4]

• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number
available.
B Conference Call:
1-860-970-0300
Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #
C Skype:
BBSradio2

picks up whichever line is
87 87 87#
23 23 23 #
13 72 9#

D

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• When that screen comes up, click on ARCHIVES; when that screen comes up, check on the date
you want. It opens in a new tab: you'll see the “free to listen box”; click the bars to play; use
the tab to stop and start the tape.
• Right hand click on "direct MP3 Link" and then you can download the program to your own
computer, or click on "Listen" without downloading the archived program.
• The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/

II

look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST

C

Wednesdays:

2016-01-01

9 – 10:30 EST

7:00 – 9:00 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#
Ashtar on the Road
Hosts: Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 605-562-3140; PIN 972400 #
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990 PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

Rainbird

Prayer of the 7 Galactic Directions

MAYAN CALENDAR
2016 - JAN
1st Friday – Red Cosmic Skywalker, BEN- exploring life, space
• 13 tone, 13 tribe/solar glyph; 13 tone is cosmic, about transforming, transcending, enduring –
we are shapeshifiting for a great change!
• warrior aspect: about focus, seeking self-illumination, clarity – ability to bend dimensions, let go
• magic of #13: universal movement, the hand of fate beckons and then catapaults us free to
journey home; inter dimensional shifting; 13 will catalyze into movement – we are being
touched by fate – something is coming that will dramatically change our lives
• we are asked to surrender to the larger pattern of ourself; pay attention to Synchronicities
and seeming coincidences that come into our awareness
• a radical shift – be open and flexible, open to the movements of destiny
2nd Saturday – 2nd wave of this calendar of the matrix: we set our intentions for the next 260 days:
what are we seeding at this time? What is birthing?
14 IK – in the wave of IK for the next 13 days until the new moon.
IK - the magician, the visionary aspect; clarity of mind and purpose. In this way, we'll be seeking the
truth and spirituality
Gifts: integrity, heart-knowing, alignment with Divine Will; the shaman, being in accordance with
Divine Will
Symbols of IK - the jaquar, peacock, all-seeing eye
14 – colour is opalescence
Flower: star-gazer lilies
3rd Sun – 2 MEN – the eagle energy, visionary aspect; 2 is polar energy
4th Mon – 3 CIB – warrior energy; 3 is activation of the energy of seeking true spirituality
5th Tues – 4 CABAN – the earth; 4 is self- existing – being good steward for earth
6th Wed - 5 ETZNAB - the mirror
7th Thurs – 6 CUAUC - the storm
Housekeeping:
BBS:

Rainbird

Thank you!

•

A listener-supported radio program; we know the White Knights listen but they cannot
contribute anything; part of our job is to pay for them too
• We need $ 300 for this week!!! Much gratitude for gifts!! Many, many thanks to all
who pay it forward. Thanks to all the new donors – makes it easier for all.
• What we hear and learn feeds our minds and our souls! And, as LM Nada said, it is also
part of our contribution to the work being done by Tara & Rama and to the changes
going on. Every little bit helps!
• Go to BBS.com/Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS, or the one for
Thursday night: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to someone else's
archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Attention: Don]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
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• A check / money order means all you send is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.
AN OPTION ON HOME PAGE: A BUTTON TO SET UP A MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION
T & R: • Help with food, gas and bills is much appreciated.
• Can donate via the Paypal button on the website: 2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran999@comcast.net

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704-B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• Phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too

Introductory Notes:
•

CUSTOMER SERVICE # 1- 888-710-8061 For use in case you cannot hear: DON'T WAIT: CALL!!

• CONFERENCE CALL: 9 – 10 PM, EST: 1 –

641-715-3650

PIN#: 353 863#

• 716-748-0044 - use this number to hear the call very clearly: Link is courtesy BBS!
• NOTE: Please use the following audio link to listen to the entire program.
http://bbsradio.com/podcast/hard-news-friday-january-1-2016

HARD NEWS

••

T /R: HAPPY NEW YEAR!
• THIS IS A COMPLETION YEAR - #9 [2+0+1+6=9] and it is nothing to sneeze at!
This could mean all of the lifetimes we've had already, completing them all!
• Rachel Maddow pointing out what is happening in California and the gas fumes
• more rain in Great Britain – peoples' house under water already
• We are being tested to the max !!!
R: The Wingmaker ships and the beings coming through the sun portal are raising
frequencies higher and higher: creating such a blatant dichotomy of how the the 13
families are acting out as the energies go up: if we don't embrace the energies and
be in service to humanity, [it just gets harder]
• we are all in service to humanity, and the least among us is the biggest deal
• Everything happening concerning the 78 programs and what's about to occur: as the
energies increase exponentially – everyone is picking up on this and to the level of
their expertise as much as god, goddess, all that is gives us the wisdom, that's how
far it goes!
• There is lots of talk about lots of stuff happening:
• As Max Keiser is saying: we cannot serve 2 masters
• the 13 families are playing with a fake deck of cards
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T: Something sneaky happened on the news: the EU made a deal with Ukraine at midnight
last night and passed another so-called free trade agreement with Ukraine
• it sent Putin ballastic as it brings NATO into the Ukraine: why the 100 people were
slaughtered in 2013 in Kiev's main square – very sneaky!
• Putin will make this very unacceptable: NATO is chomping at the bit to create
something that is not acceptable to the galactics
China: piles and piles of construction waste piled up by a mountain side; there was a
landslide and the construction waste collapsed –
• 11 people have been charged with negligence; – 62 are missing, presumed dead.
Democracy Now: a young lady Neela Banerjee wrote about entire the oil industry that
knew in the 70s that what they were doing would add to climate change.
Amy: asked her to talk about the impact of what they knew and their challenge to
the President of Columbia University
Neela: Exxon has said very broadly that the reporting is inaccurate; that those objecting
are cherry picking, that they did not cease doing climate research but their response did
not address the main thrust of their story
• but what Exxon did not respond to was that, despite the research they did at the time
and in following years, they took a policy position that cast enormous doubt on climate
change and climate science in their ads and elsewhere– they say that their policy position
does and what their scientists do are different things – so one wonders how much science
informs their other decisisons
• Also went after the journalism students and what they were doing – said that the
Columbia Journalism school is not responsible. Also reminded Columbia how much money
they give the University – Columbia responded by saying they had a great deal of backup
• What Exxon is saying cannot be backed up – the people at Columbia have put about 2
dozen documents on the website and Exxon has not pointed out how the journalism school
/ students have misinterpreted the info from Exxon
• Has also been a response by lawmakers
• suspect Exxon with fight this as long as they can – as in past incidents.
2015-12-31 Exxon's Climate Cover-Up Just Got Bigger: Docs Suggest All Major Oil Giants
Have Lied Since 1970s
WATCH FULL SHOW
The People vs. Exxon: As Fossil Fuel Cover-Up Exposed, Activists Try Oil Giant for "Climate Crimes"
Guests Neela Banerjee
Washington-based reporter for the Pulitzer Prize-winning InsideClimate News. Her latest
exposé is titled "Exxon’s Oil Industry Peers Knew About Climate Dangers in the 1970s, Too."
Links

•

Exxon's Oil Industry Peers Knew About Climate Dangers in the 1970s, Too
2015, the hottest on record, was also the year ExxonMobil was caught in a more than threedecade lie. Internal documents revealed Exxon knew that fossil fuels cause global warming in
the 1970s, but hid that information from the public. Now it turns out that Exxon isn’t alone. A
new exposé from InsideClimate News reveals nearly every major U.S. and multinational oil
and gas company was likely aware of the impact of fossil fuels on climate change at the same
time as Exxon. We are joined by Neela Banerjee, the InsideClimate News reporter who broke
this story
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Paris Climate Summit: Naomi Klein, Bill McKibbon of 350.org: did a trial at the climate summit – will

hear parts of it later
• for the last 2000 years, people have been living on the Marshall Islands and just last
weekend, one of the islands totally submerged; took the last 10 years of accelerated
climate change to do it
• Naomi said the “mock trial” was not mock!

Isreal: a huge manhunt underway for a man who opened fire in a bar in Tel Aviv: it's another
distraction by either a Mossad or a Black Ops – people killed and wounded.
Germany: the police say they were not over-reacting to the threat of
India: New Delhi is the worst polluted city in the world, according to the WHO – drivers face
restrictions beginning Monday: can only drive on every other day, depending on the licence
number.
T: sees the amount of energy is increasing – can see all the groups coalescing into a movement!
CONFERENCE CALL
R: got together with Betty Rubble and went to those doing Occupy Santa Fe
The almost homeless people helped T & R with $150!!
T: What Mother says is true: humanity is at its best when it is at its worst!
R: need to stay in our hearts or we'll be in trouble
the life forms not aligned with the Office of the Christ
T: everyone was saying there would would be 5-10 feet snow drifts and they only got 5” - Cheryl
said it was about the angel magic – pray angel magic and keep the words in the present
time.
• Right in the middle of the summit, others had their own summit
• Talks of one of her adventures in Norway, taking a wrong train and being put on a bus by the
conductor to get to her destination of Trondheim – it was about the serendipity and not being
overcome by specific details: learning to go with the flow!
India: On Jan 1/16, the capital New Delhi put on strict control on drivers – air in New Delhi 2x as bad
as Bejing
Turkey: The president has defended his attempts – said Hitler's regime was a system that worked.
Violence surged in the region against the Kurds
Dubai:– firefighters doing battle with a fire in a high rise in the centre of the city
EU: hopes are high a free trade agreement with the EU came into force at the stroke of midnight –
• Russia had already taken retalitory steps against Kiev – thanks to the agreement,
• Ukrainian pres showed optimism
• Russia has suspended the trade agreement with Ukraine [this involves their source of gas
and oil]
Natalie Cole : Jazz and soul singer died at 65 in hospital in Los Angeles
Reference to the piece played last night
• as the energies are amping up, we are hearing things more
Lyn: 3x in the last 3 days, the local news has mentioned the faces on the moon, Mars – they were
segments brought through from the national mainstream – talked of Putin wanting a base on
Mars in a few years – it's bizarre for her area to have such items
2016-01-01
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T: there ARE NO BASES ON THE MOON: the first astronauts there were told they could not
return after their first encounter/trip to the moon.
Lyn: the news items were simply talking about establishing them: opening the idea to the
public of doing this Also, from Cosmic Vision News: Pres Zi and Trudeau getting together
1992 – warning the controllers that they were damaging the land environmentally and it was their
land which they were stewards of
1992 at the United Nations: Thomas Bianca spoke: we are headed to the most destructive thing if we
don't change our ways
• On Dec 11, 1992 – NY was battered by the worst storm ever

B B S RADIO
MOTHER SEKHMET / ALCYONE [M / A]
T: the foundation of bringing the galactics into our world & intervening in our civilization's
development demands unconditional divine love which is a balance between the masculine
and the feminine – the ability to receive it and the ability to pass it out
• also remember that the wealthy visionaires have received their blessings and have set up
events inside NGOs across the world – using the NGO facilities in a good way
• people are navigating their way through the systems to the people in the NGOs , in the
10s of millions and getting paid to change the world
• they are in Africa or Chile and can be called to another country where people have not
homes – and this work / service is growing
• and the military industrial complex only changes as consciousness changes – which is NOT to do
anything with anger or indignation or self-righteouness
Greetings in the Light of the Most Radiant One, in the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of
the Christ, we invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet Flame
Greetings, Children of Ra!
• Indeed, the subjects that are coming up: it is about the wolf that comes in the circle with all all

the folks and shares the wisdom of the clan. At this time, there are many ways to solve
the issues of what we speak of.
• It is about enough for all – that is the place in the moment: #1 issue is the least among
us. Bernie Sanders is addressing this; no one else is. It is the place in which we bring it
from centre – how we heal this - more than enough for everyone.

• It is about changing consciousness, point of view, as it were; there is much transpiring that is

shifting the balance into their hands: the Office of the Christ. Never before - let's say as we
may have recall – what the astrology is saying - everything is moving forward: it is in the
hands of the 99% NOW as we do this with divine mercy, grace, love – it changes
everything for everybody.
• There are ways immediately to shift the frequencies in these temples: first and foremost,
it is about doing the meditation, the yoga – it changes the physicality right now, the
breathing: it takes moment to take conscious mind and set it aside and do the work: it is
that place that changes the outer.
• There are many places out there in the moment that are teaching the ancient ways of
being - for free – it is about moving the frequencies within self to get to these places to
shift the consciousness: we have to move our asses, you might say!
• It is no time to be bored: there is so much in the mix at this moment – take a moment to just
2016-01-01
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get still and quiet; we can hear Gaia / Vywamus breathing; the heart beat of the mother
that's what's doing the shift of the ages, and we are coming along for the ride. Yet we must
do our part: Gaia is saying we must get ourselves ready, if we have not at this moment.
T: there are triggers that are going off right now that are saying this is what's happening, with out
Mother Gaia - we ain't!
M/A: Mother Gaia calling the shots; there are no hu – mans of the 13 families who have any
say so.
• All of heaven and the legions upon legions are here – they are moving the frequencies,
lifting consciousness up – as we take moments and go into that higher heart place, forgive
what we may be witnessing – and yes, the ancient war weapons called firesticks /guns – a
rather large problem at the moment simply because the bio medicial military industrial
congressional congress does not give a flying you know what – they get paid by the
gun industry to keep the death merchants going.
• How we heal this is like Gandhi said: an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth makes the
whole world blind: we are not going there! It is the awareness that if there is a place within
Self that is centred and conscious with the movement of the universe: let's say we are in a
conscious state . . .
• It is having a divine sense of humour abuout this fiasco: how do we take it seriously
when they are screaming Isis, Osama coming to get you and your kids!
• It is all distractions as we take our lives and bring it into an awareness of the divine
service we are in, in humanity in all its forms. It is what we can do to help each other – it's
the only way we can get through this!
• Yes, there is a c onversation that needs to be shared as the man on the phone said. The
conversation is not about beating each other up about why we didn't get here yet: they
ARE here;
• in this moment, there is someone who is shifting consciousness by the nano second and
that is Bernie Sanders
T: He is not doing it himself; he is a sounding voice for truly a whole lot more people than the
hairpiece is attracting
M /A: it is just a distraction and yet it is a catylist . . .
T: Bernie is saying now he has a common denominator that event those people would listen to i
M / A: That is correct because, when you get simple and down to it, . . .
T: Sister Lyn was saying that, yesterday, people need so they can live on didate
M/A: A living wage - In Switzerland
T: It's a monthly income that is guaranteed: she doesn't like the words: they call it a monthly
guaranteed income – meaning that within the framework of thinking – in terms of the West
– the figure being thrown out is $600 / mo.
• You might say that is a bandaid, in the sense that for decades mothers and children have
been living in the same place and are now being displaced by gentrification –
• the rent is now 3x higher than it was; $600 is just a bandaid when the root cause of this
is that the intention is for no one to win, except for a small handful
– the trouble is that
we are like cats fighting and I am bigger and stronger than you, and you are on the hit
list.
• So those concepts do exist, but they can't be brought into existence by a single person
M/A: it takes world group service
T: going to play a piece on Saturday about Co-operatives – 10 million people working together
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in various fields with the same cooperative as the fundamental base: they do the profit
sharing too – they make a living wage and they do things they could not do without the
groups – and have profit at the end so they can decide what to do with the money
• the impatience is over the top because the military has done things like disappear
$3 Trillion
• Even astrologically, Carl Boudreau says this is not going to stop, but is going to get more
intense: this DOES NOT MEAN THAT NESARA IS NOT COMING – just means there is so little
education, so little understanding and so many people who are so impatient and even the
lightworkers are still following the money trip
M / A: Instant karma is a trip
T: As the frequenices go up, there will be a rude awakening! Doesn't help to threaten!
M /A: it is just the energies of what is: the energies of themselves are calling us to active duty
and we must be in our hearts
T: Says that is acceptable to Mother: let's take a teenager with all hormones raging; or of
how many kids born with HDAD, aspergers, autism, tirettes syndromes etc and all these
conditions are being put into children via the mothers on purpose and there is so much
ignorance: they are not teaching the truth about nutrition, for example, and then various
kinds of groups who are not coordinated ask for labelling: now it is officially banned that
individual states cannot put labelling on food because it will cost billions and billions to do
that labelling: this has been eliminated at the federal level.
• The frustration is still that the cart cannot come before the horse: in the face of these
troubles, the only hand we can reach out for is one that is full of LOVE. If there is
attachments or strings, it won't work
M/A: This is why it is in the best interests of humanity not to listen to Faction 2 because there
are too many strings attached.
T: yet F2 are frustrated lightworkers who may not have enough experience in this moment to go
to the next step
M/A: it's about going deeper and asking at this time in loving presence to be downloaded with
the higher frequencies: it happens instantaneously and it moves us up an octave
T: yes, that does work and yet, you have to know where to go or you wll get a flat out NO!
M/A:
T: those things are depending on the nature of our conditions and conditioning, yet it is so
challenging to reach that conditioning:
• the media is so controlled, and the internet which is still open but still close so many
times to be being closed down. So Anonymous can go in and hack them and show them
the kind of frustration they are causing other people.
• We are at the screeching, screaming time – yet the energies are so much higher – and we are
at the place of the completion of a whole cycle of love: this could be a large cycle of a
series of millions of lifetimes of learning through experiences and becoming more aware
of synergizing those experiences in ine life time and completing all the incomplete life
times
• that we have 7 chakras which are non-linear vortexes of higher frequencies of energies to
assist us, and there are 7 levels of each one which makes 49 levels
• we also have 12 strands of DNA and at each level / strand, we have 12 levels – 144 sub
strata experiental strata • Council of 144,000 – which another influential sub-strata of the basic 12 DNA
• People do not even know they have 7 chakras, let alone the DNA and the Council of 144,000
• and the dirty ones have done de-evolutionary experiments with people who don't even
have 2 strands – she found people that have maybe 1.5 strands available –
• the abilities of the 50,000 basic technologies that have been submerged for 60 years
because to let them out would make it too difficult for them to control - do we
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understand this?
• and they have no intention of anyone surviving!
M/A: this is where we have to leap off the cliff – and as we leap, we know the answers will come
T: this is not accessible to many people – it really isn't accessible and they were banking on this in
these later days
M/A: she groks this
• in the moment of the frequencies we are in, there are things happening that are shifting
at a monumental cosmic level – it is so big, if we can see it [as She does]
T: that's were hope is, where the healing of planet Earth is
M /A: she is seeing monumental leaps every day in the consciousness of people across the planet
as we learn about the shift of the ages: it is making a big difference, big time; that is why
the rats are trying to escape as fast as they can. Though it may not look like this, the
entire operation is going down – they can no longer serve Lucifer who has already turned
to love.
T: knows this is true; even though the patience seems to be waning: over half the children in the
US are suffering from mal-nutrition – the wealthiest country in the world, and the money
is controlled and stashed!
• and the war machine goes on: it was an act of war when Poroshechko signed the
agreement with the E U and Mr Drage, the head ofCentral Bank of Europe, Mr Nazi himself!
M/A: miracles abound and we are in the time of miracles and the frequencies of shifting in a
nano -second everything that we have ever known: the turning upside down and inside out
• Humanity has been given a dose of cosmic DMT and it is kicking in with alternate
realities: the tonal is going by the wayside – the naqual is the order of the day!
T: look at the music played to bring in Mother: Shine your light – new music!
M/A: the talking heads are doing what they do, the war machine does what it's doing: Shine
your Light – and that is an order!!
• Mother does some toning and reminds us: Happy New Year Remember who you are Divine gods

and goddesses of the Most High – it is how it gets done: jump off the cliff!

Kadoish, Kadoish, Kadoish, Adonai Sabaoth
• when we are in those low places and we are feeling froggy, call on her and Alcyone – we will be
there! Greetings!
T: we are carbon based even as bodies of flesh, and there is also the silica based that requires
attention and can be healed by colour, sound
R: he has been sitting on the left paw of the sphinx – just sitting there and getting the
tremendous feeling that now is the time; everything cracks
T: let it be so! Enshallah!
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Audio: Democracy Now

2015-12- 31 The People vs. Exxon: As Fossil Fuel Cover-Up
Exposed, Activists Try Oil Giant for "Climate Crimes"
[SEE BELOW]

Audio: Hopi Prophecy: Thomas Banyyacya
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VXnFhr6y8jI
Published on 27 Apr 2012: excerpts from the 1986 documentary film "Hopi Prophecy" by
director Miyata Kiyoshi, featuring Hopi elder Thomas Banyacya
T: the speaker envisaged that by 2017 the world would be clean – and don't under-estimate what
Thomas Banyacya and the Hopi are saying.
Watching Robert Redford talking about Puerto Rica
the language, the legalese and the way Congress is treating the people there
T: Wolf Clan Gathering: a picture Rama took on his cell phone
describes the significance of what is in the picture, WHICH IS ON THE NEXT PAGE.

Reading: “What's the change in the NESARA Information?”
2015-12-23 Regarding NESARA INFORMATION – SHORT VERSION, dated 2014-0714. THE INFORMATION INCLUDED IN POINT #8 is now incorrect. [SEE BELOW]
Audio: Max Keiser

[KR856] Keiser Report: ‘Bankism’, oil prices and US

election insanity (feat. Gerald Celente) January 1, 2016 b
We talk to trends forecaster Gerald Celente of TrendsResearch.com about the
upcoming trends for 2016. They recall that a few years ago, Celente forecasted on
the Keiser Report that we would see currency war, trade war and hot war, and they
ask whether or not this has come true in 2015. They discuss ‘bankism’, oil prices and
US election insanity and what they hold for the future of the global economy.
Audio: Starts with Laura Flanders [could not find the program; it didn't last long!]
Audio: Stephen Colbert – The Late Show - guest plays a baritone horn [don't know
the date of the program]
Music: from the Colbert show: The Colour Purple got a new face and the woman
singing got an oscar
Reading: the Dalai Llama's cat: The Power of Meow
Closing: Rainbird

now in a 9 year: the completion of love. We can anchor in NESARA.

Music: Kabir: where do you search me?
v=VrguJTi40iY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2015-12- 31 The People vs. Exxon: As Fossil Fuel Cover-Up Exposed, Activists Try Oil
Giant for "Climate Crimes"
WATCH FULL SHOW http://www.democracynow.org/shows/2015/12/31?autostart=true
Topics
• Climate Change
• Global Warming
• Natural Gas & Oil Drilling
Links

• 350.org
The revelations that Exxon concealed its early findings that fossil fuels cause global
warming have sparked a criminal investigation by New York’s attorney general and
calls for a federal probe like the one against Big Tobacco. But some aren’t waiting for
the justice system to act. During the recent U.N. climate summit in Paris,
environmental activists held a "mock trial" charging Exxon with "climate crimes."
Hundreds from around the world—including participants in COP21—packed into a
large warehouse-like cultural space to hear a stirring indictment of Exxon. A tribunal
of judges heard testimony from witnesses that included scientists, energy experts
and residents of frontline communities threatened by climate change. The witnesses
were questioned by two leading environmentalists acting as chief prosecutors: Bill
McKibben, co-founder of 350.org, and journalist Naomi Klein.

AMY GOODMAN: The revelations that Exxon concealed its own findings on global warming have
sparked a criminal investigation by the New York attorney general and calls for a federal probe,
like the one against Big Tobacco. But some aren’t waiting for the justice system to act. During the
recent U.N. climate summit in Paris, environmental activists and journalists held a kind of "mock
trial" to try Exxon for what they called climate crimes. Hundreds from around the world—including
participants in COP21—packed into a large, dark, warehouse-like cultural space to hear a stirring
indictment of Exxon. It was overcast. It was gray on this Paris afternoon. A tribunal of judges
heard testimony from witnesses that included scientists, energy experts, residents of frontline
communities threatened by climate change. The witnesses were questioned by two leading
environmentalists acting as chief prosecutors: environmentalist Bill McKibben, co-founder of
350.org, and journalist Naomi Klein.
NAOMI KLEIN: These events are sometimes called mock trials. We call this a people’s
trial. There is nothing mock about this. There’s nothing funny about this. The stakes
could not be higher. Just as the global climate movement has been doing what our
politicians fail to do, by keeping carbon in the ground, stopping pipelines, stopping
Arctic drilling, just as our movements are failing—are stepping in where our politicians
have failed, what we are doing here is stepping in where our courts have failed. And
we firmly believe that this is a preview, that this prosecution of Exxon will happen in
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real courts very, very soon. So do not consider this a mock trial, but a sneak preview
of Exxon’s future.
BILL McKIBBEN: At the pleasure of the court, we’d like to call our first witness, if we
could.
KATHY JETNIL-KIJINER: My name is Kathy Jetnil-Kijiner. I’m a poet and activist
from the Marshall Islands.
BILL McKIBBEN: Could you describe the—the sort of state of mind of people in the
Marshall Islands? What is it like to live with the notion that the water is rising?
KATHY JETNIL-KIJINER: We’re living in a lot of fear. We’re living in a lot of fear that
we would prefer to push back and not necessarily think about on a daily basis. I,
myself, have confronted that fear that we could be losing our livelihoods, we could lose
our land, we could lose our culture. And that kind of fear is haunting, because, you
know, if we lose our land, we lose our identity. We lose who we are as a people.
BILL McKIBBEN: Where would people go?
KATHY JETNIL-KIJINER: We don’t know. We don’t know where we would go. There
are certain islands that have, you know, relationships with bigger nations, bigger
countries. We do have a bigger nation—a relationship with the United States right now,
under the Compact of Free Association. However, what we’re campaigning for and what
we tell everyone is that we shouldn’t have to go anywhere, and we shouldn’t have to
have a policy—an evacuation strategy.
BILL McKIBBEN: How long have people lived on the Marshall Islands?
KATHY JETNIL-KIJINER: We’ve been living there for 2,000 years. Right? Yeah, 2,000
years. Over 2,000 years, yeah.
BILL McKIBBEN: Two thousand years. And in that time, the ocean has stayed at a
level that’s made it possible to pursue life there.
KATHY JETNIL-KIJINER: Yes, actually, we just went out to visit an island, just recent
—just this past weekend, that we were told went underwater. That island went
underwater within 10 years. Just 10 years ago, that island was lush. It had trees. It
had coconut trees. It had animals. Within 10 years, this island is already gone.
BILL McKIBBEN: So, within—within the last 25 years—
KATHY JETNIL-KIJINER: Yeah.
BILL McKIBBEN: —in the period of time that Exxon, for instance, knew about climate
change—
KATHY JETNIL-KIJINER: Actually, yes, yes.
BILL McKIBBEN: —there’s been remarkable change.
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KATHY JETNIL-KIJINER: Mm-hmm. I’ve talked to my elders, and none of them have
seen anything like this in their entire lives. It’s just getting worse now. So, yes, within
that time period.
BILL McKIBBEN: Thank you very much. No further questions.
KATHY JETNIL-KIJINER: Thank you.
BILL McKIBBEN: The prosecution would call Jannie Staffanson. Tell us your name,
and describe your work, please.
JANNIE STAFFANSON: My name is Jannie Staffanson, and I am Sami from the
Arctic. I was born and I live in a reindeer-herding family.
BILL McKIBBEN: Really? Tell us about the role of reindeer in the Sami culture and
economy.
JANNIE STAFFANSON: It’s the center. It’s our identity, our traditions. And it’s the
thing I strive to protect each and every day.
BILL McKIBBEN: Your family engages in reindeer herding.
JANNIE STAFFANSON: Yes.
BILL McKIBBEN: They have a—how do they—how does one family keep its reindeer
apart from another? How do you know your own reindeer?
JANNIE STAFFANSON: The reindeers are migrating, and we are followers, nomads.
They are migrating from the summer to the winter lands, and it’s very, very, very long
migrations. But sometimes they are stopped, as now. My colleague, he was going up to
the mountains to get the reindeers down to the winter area, where there are good
vegetation. He cannot cross the rivers. They have not frozen yet. The reindeers cannot
come over because they can’t get over the rivers and the lakes.
BILL McKIBBEN: Do you know how long the Sami have been engaged in reindeer
herding in this part of the world?
JANNIE STAFFANSON: As long as anyone remembers.
BILL McKIBBEN: Many thousands of years?
JANNIE STAFFANSON: Yes.
BILL McKIBBEN: And in that period of time, they’ve been able to continue this work
without interruption?
JANNIE STAFFANSON: Yes, yes.
BILL McKIBBEN: What is—has that begun—you’ve indicated that that’s begun to
change in recent years.
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JANNIE STAFFANSON: So, the temperature are increasing and decreasing, which we
have never seen at such a rate, and each and every day is different. Usually, we—I
have heard stories about good winters, right? where we didn’t have to be out tending
for the reindeers or digging holes so they can reach the food. But with the increase and
decrease of temperature, there are ice crests on the snow, which makes the reindeer
unable to smell the food underneath, and therefore it will not dig for it. And even if
they try, it’s not strong enough. So they starve to death.
BILL McKIBBEN: So, because of these freeze-thaw cycles, it’s becoming difficult for
the reindeer to access their forage.
JANNIE STAFFANSON: Yeah, the food. Yeah, they starve. We have had bad winters
as such, as long as I can remember, and my whole generation. We are the generation
of climate change.
BILL McKIBBEN: Thank you.
FAITH GEMMILL: Faith Gemmill, Neets’aii Gwich’in, Pit River and Wintu, and I am
from Vashrajj K’oo, Arctic Village, Alaska. And I’m the executive director of Resisting
Environmental Destruction on Indigenous Lands.
NAOMI KLEIN: One of the things we know because of these investigations into Exxon
in recent months is that as they were researching climate change as far back as the
1970s, they were interested in the economic possibilities this would present because
ice would melt. And did you have a reaction to hearing that Exxon saw this as a profitmaking opportunity?
FAITH GEMMILL: It makes me angry. It makes me angry, because we are ground
zero. Arctic communities are ground zero for climate change. My children are going to
be devastated by what’s happening. And we have to do something now. And that
makes me angry that they knew, and they’re still trying to drill in these places like the
Arctic Refuge, but also they’ve already devastated a whole ecosystem in Alaska. And
they knew what they were doing, so it makes me angry, because it affects my children,
their children, all of our children.
NAOMI KLEIN: Thank you for your testimony today.
FAITH GEMMILL: Thank you.
BILL McKIBBEN: Your Honors, if it’s all right, we will stay with this theme of the Far
North for a moment, but switch to the science side of this equation. We’d like to call
Jason Box. Mr. Box, could you describe your work, please?
JASON BOX: I’m a climatologist and glaciologist. We’ve been installing and
maintaining a network of measurements on the surface of the Greenland ice sheet the
last 20 years. And part of our work is to publish articles, so I’ve managed to be
involved with about 90 externally reviewed scientific articles and contributed to the last
two Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change reports.
MATT PAWA: Hello, I’m Matt Pawa. You said that mitigation matters, and you
indicated also that you had read some of the Exxon disclosures, is that right? I’d like to
show you one of the Exxon disclosures. This is a June 6, 1978, document. Is that one
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of the documents that you recently reviewed from InsideClimate News?
JASON BOX: Yes, I’ve been—I’m halfway through the InsideClimate News report. It’s
fantastically fascinating reading, because it’s a historical account of kind of a
corporation that went rogue.
MATT PAWA: And describe what you mean by "went rogue."
JASON BOX: Well, they initially had a transparent, hardcore science profile. They were
doing some of the best science in the discipline. And they then defunded those
programs and then started to actively fund disinformation campaigns to perpetuate
their profitability, knowing that the true cost accounting of their products would lead
to, some of their own scientists are concluding, failed agricultural systems, drought,
sea level rise, climate chaos. They knew that, but they went ahead and to—you know,
for short-term gain, to lie to the global public. And we will be paying for that for
decades to come.
NAOMI KLEIN: Can you state your name and your position, please?
CINDY BAXTER: My name is Cindy Baxter, and I’m author of the website called
ExxonSecrets.org, and I’ve spent the last 15, 20 years researching the fossil fuel
industry’s funding of climate denial campaigns.
NAOMI KLEIN: Based on this research, did Exxon draw inspiration from the tobacco
industry and its track record of denying the link between smoking and cancer?
CINDY BAXTER: Oh, absolutely. I think—I think Exxon and all the climate deniers that
it worked with and the think tanks that it worked with were directly linked back to the
tobacco industry’s—
NAOMI KLEIN: Tell us about that.
CINDY BAXTER: —its "doubt is our product." We have, for example—
NAOMI KLEIN: Wait, sorry, what was that?
CINDY BAXTER: The tobacco industry’s "doubt is our product" strategy. Doubt.
NAOMI KLEIN: "Doubt is our product."
CINDY BAXTER: Engineering doubt is the main thing that the tobacco industry did to
try and create debate around the science, so that—of the science of smoking and
cancer, so that—so that the public—so that the public wouldn’t be pushing for action on
tobacco control.
NAOMI KLEIN: Now, those tobacco companies were eventually taken to court and
held accountable for that. Based on what you’ve seen of the Exxon revelations, do you
believe that we’re going to see similar lawsuits?
CINDY BAXTER: Well, I would like to see that. I’m not a lawyer, obviously. But I
would like to, because I think—I think that if you know something, and we’ve seen that
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Exxon knew, and then we saw—and I’ve been very much looking at what Exxon did
next. And what they did was, you know, extraordinary. They spent $30 million—$31
million from 1998 to 2014 funding climate denial campaigns run by think tanks and
also denying the climate science themselves.
KEN HENSHAW: My name is Ken Henshaw. I work with an NGO called Social Action in
Nigeria. I’m an environmental rights campaigner.
NAOMI KLEIN: So, Rex Tillerson, the CEO, in 2012 said that humans have always
adapted, will adapt. One of the ways that humans adapt is by moving, by migrating.
Based on what you’re seeing of the treatment of refugees in Europe and North
America, do you believe that if Africans are forced to migrate because of climate
change, that they will be welcomed?
KEN HENSHAW: It doesn’t feel so, no. To me right now, it does not feel so. It doesn’t
feel so at all. I mean, I don’t get the impression that if, for any reason, people in the
Niger Delta, in Nigeria, who are affected by climate change have to move, they’ll be
welcome here in Europe. No, I don’t think so.
NAOMI KLEIN: And what do feel when you hear those words from Exxon’s CEO?
KEN HENSHAW: I really feel bad, because it seems to me that they don’t take into
consideration what people are passing through. And the revelations are becoming
more and more dire. I mean, I can tell you about a community called Bodo in
Ogoniland. It is the place where UNEP carried out an assessment of the environment.
And it was confirmed that benzene—and I had never heard the word "benzene" before
now—that benzene, a cancer-causing agent, is in the water people drink, 900 times
higher than it should be. People still drink that water now. It is the water I learned how
to swim in. It is the water I drink 'til now. Life expectancy in the Niger Delta has
drastically, you know, dropped. The expectancy level is something between 43 and 46
years old in the Niger Delta. If you drive into Bodo, every weekend, the pastime there
now are burials. What you see on each and every wall are posters announcing this
burial or that burial or this burial. And every poster has got the age of the person, the
deceased. It's hardly up to 50 years old. I am really, really scared, because I still drink
that water. On the 1st of August, I was 39 years old. If life expectancy is between 43
and 46, I’m afraid. I’m really getting scared.
NAOMI KLEIN: Thank you for your testimony.
AMY GOODMAN: That was Ken Henshaw, environmental rights campaigner with Social Action in
Nigeria. He says burials are now more common in his community in Ogoniland because oil-related
facilities in the region have contaminated the water with benzene. He was being questioned by
journalist Naomi Klein. When we come back, more of the Exxon "mock trial" from the alternative
climate summit that took place during the U.N. climate summit in Paris earlier this month. Stay
with us.
[break]
AMY GOODMAN: This is Democracy Now!, democracynow.org, The War and Peace Report. I’m
Amy Goodman, as we return to the "mock trial" of oil giant ExxonMobil held by activists and
journalists and scientists during the recent U.N. climate summit in Paris. We first hear from one of
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the chief prosecutors, environmentalist Bill McKibben.
BILL McKIBBEN: Tell us your name and describe your work a little bit.
CHERRI FOYTLIN: Yeah, my name’s Cherri Foytlin. I live in Rayne, Louisiana. Mostly I
work at being a mom. But when I’m not doing that, I work with
BridgeTheGulfProject.org, and we help people along the Gulf Coast to tell their stories
about social and environmental justice.
BILL McKIBBEN: Among other impacts of the oil industry, could you explain for a
moment about what’s happened as they’ve cut channels and things through the
marshes and bayous of Louisiana?
CHERRI FOYTLIN: Well, what’s happened is Exxon and other oil industry—the other
parts of the oil industry has cut these long pipelines that go crisscross, kind of like tictac-toe, like a fly swatter, the end of a fly swatter, across our wetlands. And to date—
what happens is, the salt water comes up through those channels, kills the root system
on the wetlands, and then we have land loss. So, we’re losing about a football field of
land an hour in South Louisiana, and we’ve lost a million football fields to this date.
BILL McKIBBEN: And what does that mean when the sea level is rising and when
storms like Katrina approach?
CHERRI FOYTLIN: Well, those wetlands are our protection. They’re a buffer zone for
us. So, when we have hurricanes like Katrina, really, that killed over a thousand
people, come up, we don’t have that level of protection that we would have, and it’s
stronger and hits the—hits harder. And there’s far more flooding, because they actually
soak up that water.
BILL McKIBBEN: As a political activist, the CEO of Exxon recently donated the
maximum amount of money possible to congressional candidates or members of
Congress on the eve of an important vote. Why is it that you’ve not decided to donate
$10,000 at a crack to congressional leaders?
CHERRI FOYTLIN: Don’t have $10,000, because I’m busy buying sand bags to keep
the water out of my front door. I mean, look, just in a couple—you know, a couple
more—
BILL McKIBBEN: Do you think—
CHERRI FOYTLIN: —generations here, and my whole where I live is going to be
completely underwater.
BILL McKIBBEN: Do think a political system should be open to people handing
$10,000 checks to—
CHERRI FOYTLIN: I don’t. I think Exxon is corporate serial killers. I think they’re
murderers. And I think they need to go on trial, and I think the death penalty needs to
happen.
BILL McKIBBEN: Thank you very much.
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NAOMI KLEIN: Could you please state your name and your work?
SANDRA STEINGRABER: My name is Sandra Steingraber. I am a Ph.D. biologist and
a co-founder and members of Concerned Health Professionals of New York.
NAOMI KLEIN: You are a specialist in the impacts of fracking. Could you tell us about
Exxon’s involvement in the fracking industry in the United States?
SANDRA STEINGRABER: Sure. So, Exxon is the world’s largest public natural gas
producer. And it extracts oil and gas via fracking all over the world, particularly in the
United States, but more recently it’s gone after the shale gas and oil in Argentina.
NAOMI KLEIN: We’ve talked a lot about local health impacts of Exxon’s activities, and
we’ll come to that, but I also would like to ask you about the climate impacts of
fracking, since we are here outside a climate conference. Sometimes natural gas gets
marketed as a climate solution. Is that the case in your—based on your expertise?
SANDRA STEINGRABER: Natural gas is a climate problem. In fact, it’s a catastrophe
for the climate. So, in addition to the deceptions that ExxonMobil has precipitated
regarding the actual existence of climate change and the role of fossil fuels, Exxon is
also implicit in promulgating the idea that somehow natural gas is a more friendly
fossil fuel than the other two members of the unholy trinity—oil, gas and coal.
NAOMI KLEIN: You are a mother of two children. You have written about motherhood
and the responsibilities to future generations. When you learned that Exxon had been
researching climate change since the 1970s, research that has been described here
today as state-of-the-art, did you have a reaction as a mother or as a scientist—up to
you—or both?
SANDRA STEINGRABER: I immediately had a reaction as a scientist, because I,
myself, was studying climate change and what we then called the greenhouse effect as
early as 1977, when I was first introduced to it by my biology professor. So, we, in the
scientific community, have known about the reality of climate change for a long time.
As a mother, I know that there’s no bigger threat to my children than the dissolving
climate. And the disinformation campaign perpetuated by many, but most notably
Exxon, makes it difficult for me to do my job as a mother. I believe that all tasks of
parenthood have fallen into one of two categories: We are called upon to plan a future
for our children and to keep them safe from harm. And climate change makes that
impossible, makes both of those tasks impossible. So, climate change—the climate
crisis is really a parenting crisis, which means—which is to say it’s a human rights
crisis. And for Exxon to be involved in the disinformation about the science of climate,
which we, in biology, have known about since the 1970s, is a strike against parenthood
and a strike against human knowledge and scientific progress.
NAOMI KLEIN: Thank you.
ANTONIA JUHASZ: My name is Antonia Juhasz. I’m an oil and energy analyst, the
author of three books on the oil industry, and an investigative journalist, including
numerous investigations into ExxonMobil.
BILL McKIBBEN: Some of your work has talked about the connection between the oil
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industry and foreign policy. And would it be safe to say that the oil industry plays an
important role in U.S. foreign policy?
ANTONIA JUHASZ: Absolutely, a key and crucial role.
BILL McKIBBEN: At this point, many of the early figures—many of the prominent
figures in the war in Iraq, for instance, have said that it was a war for oil. Is that
correct?
ANTONIA JUHASZ: Absolutely. We’ve seen over the last several years increasing
statements by those who were deeply involved in the processes of the decision to
invade Iraq, to make clear that while oil was not the only or sole objective of the war, it
was a clear intention and objective of the war. And as I have reported extensively, in
that objective, it was exceptionally successful.
BILL McKIBBEN: And did Exxon play some role in this politics?
ANTONIA JUHASZ: ExxonMobil was a major funder of George Bush as well as George
Bush’s father. And for those here who aren’t from the United States, George Bush the
junior, the longest experience he had working prior to working for the government was
working in the oil sector. The only other U.S. president to come out of the oil sector
was his father, George Bush Sr. They were heavily supported by Exxon and the oil
industry. Bush and Cheney, the oil industry spent more money to get them into office
than it had spent on any election previously. And that immediately paid off, so that the
oil industry was essentially able to stop lobbying and start legislating directly. And
within a week of the Bush White House, Bush taking office, Bush and Cheney taking
office—and, of course, Cheney, the former head of Halliburton, one of the largest
energy services companies in the world—they started meetings as part of the energy
task force, which laid out America and the world’s energy future.
But one of the meetings that took place within the energy task force was, early on—
and this is in 2000, early 2000, in the 2000, early 2001—looking at a series of maps
and charts that were Iraq’s oil fields and a list that was called "foreign suitors to Iraqi
oil." And this was other companies in other countries that were already in negotiations
with Saddam Hussein for his oil fields. And he was in negotiation with these other
countries because they were members of the Security Council. And if he could convince
them to drop the sanctions, he would essentially let them have access to oil. Well,
nobody from those countries was in this room. This was the U.S. and British oil
companies, BP and Shell, Exxon, oil guys from within the Bush administration, oil guys
from outside of the Bush administration. And they essentially began the process of
planning a war. One of the objectives would be to gain access to that oil, which they
did. And ExxonMobil was one of the largest beneficiaries of that war, gaining access to
the West Qurna oil field in Iraq, one of the largest oil fields in the world. Essentially, a
country that was completely shut to Western oil companies prior to the invasion is now
the home of Exxon, Chevron, BP, Shell, with Exxon being one of the significantly
largest beneficiaries.
BILL McKIBBEN: You’ve heard now a collection of witnesses from every corner of the
planet. Perhaps, if it pleases you, a short summation from Counselor Klein and myself
before your deliberations. We believe that the testimony makes it very clear that this is
some not just run-of-the-mill, usual corporate malfeasance, that this is not just
Volkswagen turning back—you know, resetting its exhaust controls. It’s not the sort of
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thing that we’ve come to expect. Instead, this is a—this is a crime of the first order,
and one that has carried the most severe implications for our planet and its future. You
have heard eminent scientists explain that because of the delay in action caused by
Exxon’s failure to present the truth, we’re going to see increases in the level of the
sea. And you’ve heard from people who will be driven from their homes by that rise in
the level of the oceans. It’s hard to imagine a set of corporate practices that could
have done more damage, and more damage needlessly, since Exxon knew, as we now
know, early on, precisely what the problem that we faced was, the crisis that we faced.
That crisis has grown over those 25 years. But over those 25 years, Exxon continued
to maintain that architecture and ecosystem of denial and deception and
disinformation. And for that, we ask for a judgment against Exxon and in favor of the
future of this planet.
NAOMI KLEIN: So, we aren’t asking you to put a price on that which is priceless. We
have heard stories of lives lost directly because of melting life—melting ice. We have
heard stories of ancient cultures threatened because of climate change. We have heard
stories of the most reckless and discriminatory disregard for human life and human
well-being and human health. It is Exxon’s crime that it believes that money trumps
life, trumps everything. So we aren’t going to try to do the same thing. There is no
price that can be placed on the Marshall Islands, on Arctic cultures, on the lives of our
loved ones, on what we are unable to pass on to our children. But we have a duty to
seek justice, and that is what we ask of you in rendering your verdict. Thank you.
PETER SARSGAARD: If examinations by other authorities are able to document the
pattern of abuse suggested by today’s testimony, we judge that this will represent one
of and perhaps the most remarkable instance of corporate crime in human history. We
note that even as we meet delegates from around the world, are assembled in this city
trying to work it out, at this late date, some kind of governmental response to climate
change—we note, as well, that their efforts continue to be hampered by climate denial
and deception. We find the evidence persuasive and compelling that had Exxon 25
years ago merely stated publicly what its scientists already concluded—notably, that
climate change was real and perilous and demanded immediate action—then the world
would have moved far more quickly and decisively, and extraordinary damage could
have been avoided. We add, in our capacity as individual judges, that the burden of
proof now rests squarely on this corporation to somehow prove that the documents
and memos don’t show what prima facie they seem to demonstrate—namely, a
profound disregard for the safety of the planet and its people. We render this verdict
unanimously on the 5th of December, 2015, the hottest year yet measured on our
Earth.
AMY GOODMAN: That was actor and activist Peter Sarsgaard, part of the tribunal at the Exxon
"mock trial," held in the midst of the U.N. climate summit in Paris, France, just a few weeks ago,
the prosecutors, journalist Naomi Klein and Bill McKibben.
If you’d like a copy of today’s show, you can go to democracynow.org. Tomorrow, our New Year’s
Day special: Refugees and War. We broadcast from the largest refugee camp in France.
And a fond farewell to our colleague Steve Martinez. Thank you, Steve, for helping Democracy
Now! what it is today. We will miss you. Happy New Year, everyone. I’m Amy Goodman. Thank so
much for joining us.
http://www.democracynow.org/2015/12/31/the_people_vs_exxon_as_fossil
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2015-12-23 Regarding NESARA INFORMATION – SHORT VERSION, dated 2014-07-14.
THE INFORMATION INCLUDED IN POINT #8 is now incorrect.
The original wording is as follows:
8. Establishes new Presidential and Congressional elections within 120 days after NESARA’s
announcement. The interim government will cancel all National Emergencies and return us
back to constitutional law.
On 2015-12-23 KOS sent Rama a text message providing corrected information.
8a Barack Obama was never not the true president of the United States of America. He was
ELECTED INSIDE NESARA LAW! Therefore, he is not going anywhere.
8b There will remain in Congress, after the arrests, 64 good members.
• The original wording of Point #8 was first created by Dove of Oneness; then Daddy Bush [#41]
changed the wording of that point, and reduced the NESARA Bill from its original 250 pages down
to 75 pages.
• He called it the National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act, instead of the National
Economic Security and Reformation Act. [Daddy Bush also proceeded to set up 2 disinformation
websites with the false name, calling them NESARA.com and NESARA.org. Dove's website was
called nesara.us which was, for the most part, on the right track at the beginning of this Long
Saga.]
8c The next piece of this point #8:
• The remaining 64 good members of Congress will be working together with the Wise Council of
Elders of the Ashtar Command, which includes members of the Brotherhood (and Sisterhood) of
the Monastery of the 7 Rays. The Brotherhood (and Sisterhood) of The 7 Rays had known
Existence countless ages before, during the time of The Elder Race upon the Earth about 1 Billion
years ago. However, it had never before had a monastery where students of life, highly advanced
on the Great Path of Initiation, could come together in spiritual harmony to blend the flow of their
life steams. Each student came into existence on one of the Seven Great Rays of Life, as we all
do, and these Rays were to be blended by each student weaving his, or her, Ray, as though it
were a coloured thread, into the tapestry which symbolized the Spiritual Life of the Monastery.
Therefore, it was called the Brotherhood (and Sisterhood) of the Seven Rays, also known as The
Brotherhood (and Sisterhood) of Illumination. [Secret of The Andes ~ Author Brother Philip]
• The Ashtar Command is also bringing in as its Ambassadors, Intergalactic Delegates to
Shamballa the Greater located over the Gobi Desert, as well as calling on representatives of the
Agartha Network such as King Rantu and Lady Master Meru, Lord Adama, and Commander Anton
of the Silver Fleets. All of these beings are Members of 'The Command' as representatives of
Telos, the capital of the Agartha Network, along with all 100 Inner Earth Cities of Light.
• Thus, Terra Nova, Titalacoria, the Diamond One – the New Earth - commences, with all of
humanity, to live in peace and harmony in alignment with Divine Government, bringing Heaven
into Earth in infinite bliss.
Aho Mitakuye Oyasin. ~ In Service To Eternal Peace & Love. KOS
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